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Your name: 				 Ian Thompson

Date: 1/3/2018

Name of event / exhibition / project / conference

DRHA 2017
Please include a

Key date(s) for event(s)

small promotional
image for your

August 11th-13th 2017

event here
Location(s) of Event(s)

Plymouth University, Plymouth, UK

Project team
Name

Organisation

Role

Ian Thompson

University of Greenwich

Programmer/composer

Brief description

The work was accepted for exhibition at the 2017 Digital Research in Humanities and Arts conference at University of
Plymouth. This was an opportunity to present it to an academic audience, and receive constructive critical feedback.
The piece was presented as a 4-channel installation in an unideal space (a third-floor teaching room), however I estimate
that c.40% of the conference delegates would have experienced the work.

Main Organiser / Curator

DRHA selection committee
Presenting organisation(s)

DRHA, Plymouth University, Plymouth, UK

Funding
Funder (including UoG if in-kind)

Activity		

Amount (£)

UoG

Travel, accomodation and conference fee

652.20

PLEASE PROVIDE LINKS TO:
Promotional / marketing material(s) – digital copies can be attached at the end of this document

http://drha2017.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/DRHA-Book-of-Abstracts-screen.pdf

Website(s) and statistical data if available

Images – digital copies can be attached at the end of this document

Videos

Reviews

Evaluation from Dr John Eacott:
"The installation has immediate appeal and relevance in the contemporary art and music worlds. I believe that the
installation has the potential to appeal to a wide audience ranging from those interested to contemporary and digital arts
and music, to people interested in data representation and those interested in transport."

Visitor demographics – please enter recorded figures below
NO. OF VISITORS:

50

AGE GROUPS:

Estimated
Actual

0–15

√
√
√

16–30
31–45
46–60
60+

AREAS OF INTEREST:

√
√

Art

√
√
√

Sound/Music

Design
Film/Media
Education
Technology
Others

PLEASE PROVIDE LINKS TO:
Visitor testimonials

Social media activity

Twitter: #dataache, #DRHA2017

Publications (by UoG staff)

Related conference papers (by UoG staff)

References to research

Legacy (further invitations / venues / iterations / research opportunities)

This was a valuable opportunity to consider how future iterations of the project may be developed (possibly extending
the piece to use data feeds from other territories, or making the work fully available online), and observe how visitors
interacted with the work. I was able to open dialogues with several delegates about potential future installation of the
work.
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